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Transportation

Traditional Chinese Painting “Qianli Jiangshan”

Pattern extracted from the painting
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Yuan Dynasty suzhou area drama

In the Yuan Dynasty, Suzhou performed 
dramas in Goulan, and the singing 
standards were to know the beat, the 
word of the Tao, the right voice, the 
clear rhyme, and not be crazy.

Kunshan Tunes in the Late Yuan 
and Early Qing Dynasties

Gu Jian
Kunshan traditional singing
Nocturnal boat sequence six tunes
Later used for "Huan Sha Ji Fan Lake"

元顾

Wei Liangfu and Famous 
Singers in Suzhou Area

Singers: Wei Liangfu, Deng 
Quanzhuo, Zhang Yunwu and 
Music: Wang Weitai

"Southern Citations"

"Time Song"

The innovation of Kunshan 
dialect has become popular as 
"Time Songs", such as "The 
Lion's Roar", "The Red Brush", 
"The Jade Hairpin", etc.

Tang Xianzu and "Peony Pavilion"

Around the word "love", he rebelled 
against the old feudal ethics and 
criticized the darkness of officialdom.

The prosperity of Kun Opera in 
the late Ming Dynasty

The rise of family 
troupes and the 
entry of Kunqu 
Opera into the 
court.

Li Yuhe's "Qing 
Zhong Score"

A realistic play, showing the civic 
movement triggered by the political 
struggle between the Donglin party and 
the eunuch party in the late Ming Dynasty. 
Showed a magnificent scene of mass 
struggle.

Nanqu Nanxi

During the Southern Song Dynasty, 
Southern Opera borrowed from 
southern folk music and is 
considered to be the origin of Kunqu 
Opera.
The representative work "Pipa"

"The Prosperous 
Age of Kang and 
Qian" and Kunqu 
Opera

significant plays 
such as "The 
Palace of Longevity" 
and "Peach 
Blossom Fan"

Revolution of the Kunqu Art and famous artworks
DESIGN / CONTENTS



Forms
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Two different types of space base on 
Deformable Holographic Film System
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Opera Stage



Axonometric Diagram
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An interactive installation for 
the introduction of opera 
masters and works

Switch between opera 
masters through a variety of 
gestures, and select a opera 
master to watch its 
introduction and classic 
characters.

Immersive theater-watching 
interactive installation

Create an environment for one 
person to watch opera videos

Footprint and body experience 
interactive installation

According to the ground 
projection and guidance, 
make a walking position 
similar to the characters in the 
image

Character and Facebook 
interactive installation

Facial expression recognition 
changes the facebook, and 
gestures switch between 
different facebook roles

DESIGN / Interior

Function of each box


